
From: JetBlue Info info@change.jetblue.com
Subject: Your Upcoming Flight to Cuba | Required Documentation and Travel Information

Date: December 12, 2017 at 11:14 PM
To: KRYSTAL.COUTURE@GMAIL.COM

Confirmation Code: HUARUC

Date of Travel: December 27, 2017 departing at 6:29AM

Check-in: Three hours prior to departure time

Dear Krystal Lynn Couture,

We are thrilled you have chosen JetBlue for your upcoming trip to Cuba!

As a traveler, it’s important to understand that Cuba is not only a unique destination, but has many unique
entry requirements as well. If any of these requirements is not completed before your departure, we won’t be
able to allow you onboard. Therefore, please read all the following carefully and in its entirety.

BEFORE YOU TRAVEL

Step 1: Electronically sign affidavit to confirm U.S. Government license

The U.S. Department of Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) has authorized people to travel
to Cuba under one of 12 “general” license categories. Individuals who meet the requirements of one of the 12
general license categories do not need to apply to OFAC for a “specific” license to travel to Cuba. If, however,
you do not fall under one of the 12 general license categories, you may need to apply to OFAC for a specific
license.

If you fall within one of the 12 general license categories, you do not need to supply JetBlue with an OFAC
license or license number. Alternatively, if you are not traveling under one of the 12 categories, then you must
provide JetBlue the specific license number.

All customers must certify, via affidavit, which category applies to their specific reason for travel.

For your convenience, you can complete your affidavit online and in advance of your trip. As soon as
possible, but no later than 24 hours before your flight’s departure, click here to complete the affidavit.

Additional information on this subject is available on the JetBlue website by clicking here.

For information about recent changes to U.S. policy on Cuba travel, see the OFAC FAQs. Customers
should also continue to check www.treasury.gov and www.state.gov for additional information as it
becomes available.

Step 2: Confirm your passport status

Your passport must:

Be valid (not expired) at the time of entry into Cuba and at the time of return into the U.S. and/or the
country of issuance.
Have two blank pages available.
Be in good, clean condition.

If you find you need to address any of these requirements, U.S. citizens must make arrangements through
the Department of State as soon as possible.

Step 3: Determine the type of Cuban visa you will need
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Step 3: Determine the type of Cuban visa you will need

All passengers from countries that do not have a visa waiver agreement with Cuba and are not merely in
transit (i.e., not leaving the airport in Cuba) must obtain a Cuban visa (e.g., all U.S. citizens must get a visa).
For customers who qualify for a Cuban Tourist Visa, this document can be purchased from JetBlue at the
gateway airport (the final airport before departing the U.S.). Any customer who qualifies for a Tourist Visa
must have a pink tourist visa issued in the U.S. Green tourist visas issued in third countries will not be
accepted. Other visa types, such as business, journalism and other special visas (but not tourist visas), are
issued by the Cuban Consulate.

Step 4: Familiarize yourself with your included health insurance

All customers must obtain Cuban health insurance in order to travel. JetBlue has automatically taken care of
a basic 30-day ESICUBA policy for you upon the purchase of your flight.

Although JetBlue is facilitating the purchase of this required Cuban health insurance, JetBlue bears no
liability and all matters regarding the insurance policy's terms and limits, and health care in Cuba, are solely
between you and ESICUBA.

To see the terms of the policy please click here .

Step 5: Pack your luggage with JetBlue’s baggage policies in mind

How many bags may I check?
Each customer may check a total of five (5) bags or factory-sealed boxes. The first checked bag/box
for customers flying to and from Cuba is $25. A second bag/box may be checked for $35. A third
bag/box and consecutive bags/boxes up to five total, may be checked for $100 each.
How large can my bags be?
Checked bags must not be larger than 80 linear inches. You may calculate this by measuring the length +
width + height of your bag. There is no oversize charge for bags up to 62 linear inches. However, there is
a $100 oversize charge for any bag that is between 63 and 80 linear inches.
How much can my bags weigh?
Customers may check bags/factory-sealed boxes up to 99 pounds. There is no overweight charge for
bags that weigh up to 50 pounds. However, there is a $100 overweight charge for any bag that weighs
between 51 and 99 pounds.
What else should I know?
Non-factory-sealed boxes and unsuitably packed items are not accepted for check-in. Bicycles are only
accepted if they are in a plastic, hard-sided, padded case designed for bicycles and comply with size and
weight restrictions.

Holiday Checked Baggage Restrictions: Between November 16, 2017 and January 15, 2018
customers will only be allowed to check up to three (3) bags on flights to/from Cuba. Additionally,
boxes will not be accepted on Cuba flights during this timeframe. 

DAY OF TRAVEL

Step 1: Show up early!

The process to check in for flights to Cuba is lengthy. Our check in counters close 60 minutes before
departure, and by this time you must have obtained a boarding pass, checked all bags, and submitted all
required paperwork. Therefore, to ensure you have enough time, we recommend you arrive to the
airport three hours before departure.

Step 2: Know where to go

If you are originating at one of JetBlue’s gateway cities (final airport before departing the U.S.), please note
the check-in location for flights to Cuba is separate from JetBlue’s standard check-in area.

At New York John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK), the Cuba check-in location is on the arrivals
level near baggage carousel #6. If you are being dropped off in a vehicle, please follow signs for
“Arrivals” and use door #4 to enter the terminal.
At Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport (FLL), the Cuba check-in location is adjacent to
JetBlue’s standard check-in area. Follow signs for JetBlue, and look for the Cuba check-in to the right.
At Orlando International Airport (MCO), the Cuba check-in location is adjacent to JetBlue’s standard
check-in area. Follow signs for JetBlue, and look for the Cuba check-in to the left.

Customers connecting through a gateway city should visit a Just Ask desk or their Cuba gate of departure as
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Customers connecting through a gateway city should visit a Just Ask desk or their Cuba gate of departure as
soon as they arrive in the gateway city.

Step 3: Purchase a visa

If you qualify for a Cuban Tourist Visa, you must purchase this visa before departure. Tourist Visas are
available for purchase from JetBlue at the gateway airports (final airport before departing the U.S.), cost $50
per person, and are payable by credit or debit card.

For more information, including frequently asked questions, click here.

Thank you for choosing JetBlue for your travel to Cuba. We look forward to welcoming you onboard soon.

Sincerely,

JetBlue
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